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In order to be able to
work through this module, you
will need to start with some
basic math skills and an
understanding of a few physics
topics. The skills include
graphing, the definition of
the sine and cosine of an
angle, and finding the circumference of a circle. The
topics in physics include metric (51) units, velocity, the
difference between weight and
mass, gravitational potential
ene~gy, kinetic energy, and
work. You may have learned
these topics in a previous
course or PoT module, or you

may learn them now with the
help of your teacher. One
good w~y to learn those topics
connected with work and energy
is to study the PoT module entitled The Pile Driver. You
may also find the module The
Electric Fan helpful.
--Whatever method you use,
the following self-test will
tell you whether you have the
necessary prerequisite knowledge. ·If you can answer all
of the questions, you are
ready to proceed. If you have
trouble with some of them, get
help from your teacher or fellow students before starting
the module.

c. What is the velocity
of the bike?

Prerequisites Self-Test
1.

The table gives the position of a bike and rider
at various measured times.
Position

(m)

2.

Here is a different motion, given as a.graph.

Time (s)

0

0

2.8

1

6.3

2

9.0

3

11.6

4

a.

14.8

5

b. Is the velocity constant or changing?

18.5

6

21.2

7

,

a. Graph the motion, that
is, draw a graph of position versus time.
b. Is the graph linear (a
straight line)?

Is the graph linear?

c. What is the velocity
for the latter half of
the graph?
3.

Here is yet another motion, shown graphically.
What is the velocity
(slope) in each of the
three regions, A, B, and
C?

.

b. What is its change in
potential energy?
c. What is its potential
energy on the table top?
10. The book is then nudged
until it falls off the
table.

4.

a. Just before it hits
the floor, what is its
potential energy?

The figure shows a right
triangle, with the sides
given in meters. What are
sine and cose?

b. At that point,. what is
its kinetic energy?
c.

\v.hatis its velocity?

d. Where does this kinetic energy come from?

5.

6.

7.
8.

Suppose the sides of the
previous triangle were in
inches, but with the same
numbers.
(That is, a
similar triangle.) What
then are sine and case?
A wheel I m in diameter is
rolled without slipping
along level ground until
it performs 10 complete
revolutions. What distance does it travel?

]

•..c:

,210
'(i;

It.

What are the SI units for
mass? Force?
,

5

a. What is the weight of
a 5-kg mass on the earth's
surface?
2.

9.

A I-kg book is raised from
the floor to a table top
1 m above the floor.
a. How much work is done
on the book?

G

7

Time (s)

b.

Yes, approximately.

c.

v = 3 m/s.

a.

No; only in the second

- half is it linear.

b.

Changing.

c. v = 6 (It is constant
during tha~ time.)

3.

4.

Region A:
Region B:
Region c:
sine
cose

5 m/s.
0 m/s.
-10 m/s.

= 0.3
= 0.954

5.

sine = 0.3
cosO = 0.954
(The size of the triangle
makes no difference.)

6.

31.4 m

7~ mass: kilograms (kg)
force: newtons (N)
1 N = 1 kg m/s2
8.

a.

Wt

=

=

5 kg X 9.8 m/s2
49 N

9.

a.

b.

W

a

\\'tX h

=

9.8 N X 1 m

e

9.8 J

6PE = 9.8 J

c. It is arbitrary.
If
one calls the potentiarenergy at the level of the
floor. zero, then PE = 9.8 J
on the table.
10. a.Again,
it is arbitrary.
Let it be zero at the
floor.
b.

=

KE

c. !.

=

~mv2

e

9.8 J

4.4 m/s

d. As the book falls, the
gravitational potential
energy it had on the tahle
top is gradually converted
to kinetic energy.

The bicycle has been with
us in various forms for quite
a long time and it has had a
far greater impact on human
society than one might guess.
Today it is assruning even
greater importance in the
affairs of man.' In many countries, particularly in Asia
and Africa, it is by far the
most important means of transportation. Even in our own
affluent society, we find
people relying more and more
on bicycles for basic transportation needs. Bikes are
relatively cheap and readily
available. In many cities,
traffic problems are so severe
that bicycles offer the quickest means of travel from

point-to-point.
They are non.polluting and actually healthful to the rider. And,
perhaps mos t imp'orta!1tly,they
are the most energy-efficient
means'of conveyance known.
Not only do they not consume
fossil fuels, electricity or
nuclear power, but they use
human-produced energy so well
that a person on a bicycle is
a more efficient transporter
of mass than. even fish or a
horse, not to mention automobiles or airplanes.
(During
the 1976 Winter Olympics, the
statement was made that ice
skaters are more efficient
than bicyclists in transporting mass. Whether or not this
is true, bicycles seem a bit
more practical for transportation purposes.)
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Figure 1. A person on a bicycle uses less energy to transport a kilogram
of body mass one kilometer than does any animal or machine. (Courtesy
Scientific-American.)

History
At about the same-time
Columbus sailed for the Ne\'/
World, Leonardo da Vinci was
thinking about mechanical aids
to locomotion.
In addition to
improbable flying machines, it
is believed that he designed a
foot-powered, land-traveling
machine. However, more than
three centuries elapsed before
any such machines were built.
In about 1816, a -t\lo-wh~eled
vehicle, propelled by pushing
on the ground with one's feet,
was invented.
In 1339 a
ScottLsh blacksmith made a
bicycle which was driven by
means of two pedals and a
treadle mechanism, something
like that of an old-fashioned
sewing machine.
In the latter
half of the nineteenth century, the bicycle underwent
numerous changes and improvements, including the development of the "high i:hcclcrs,"
those strange-looking vehicles
with the huge front wheels.
Such a large wheel was used so
that each revolution of the
.pedals would take one a considerable distance, thus increasing the efficiency of the
effort. Unfortunately, those
bikes were rather unstable,
especially on the rough roads
of the day, and serious spills
were common. In about 1885 in
England, J. K. Starley pioneered a bike (called the
"Rover") which resembled the
modern-day bicycle, including
a chain-and sprocket drive for
efficiency.
Although numerous
important changes, such as
changeable gear ratios, pneu~atic tires, lightweight
frames, brakes, and many
others, have occurred since
then, the basic design has
remained th0 same.

Some Irrelevant but
Interesting facts
With bicycles, as with
almost anything one can name,
thcrehave been those who felt
compelled to make it biggest,
fastest, smallest, widest,
lightest, or some other superlative.- For example, the
world's longest bicycle was
made in 1974 in Devon,
England.. It seats 32 people
and is 61 feet 8 inches long.*
On the other hand, in that
same year a couple of Australian high-school boys made a
ridable bicycle only 3 55/64
inches high.
In the realm of bicycle
riding, the world records are
even more astonishing.
A bicycle with a very large front
sprocket was ridden for a distance of three-quarters of a
mile at an average speed of
140.5 mph in 1973. This was
done behiHd a wind shield
mounted on the back of a car,
since air resistance at such
speeds is extremely large.
Unpaced-that is, with no
means of reducing wind resistance-the greatest speed recorded is 42.21 mph for 200
meters (10.6 seconds).
In
terms of distance covered, in
1928 a Belgian traveled 76
miles, 604 yards in one hour,
paced by a moto~cycle.
In
1932 an Australian covered a
paced distance of 860 miles,
367 yards in 24 hours. Unpaced, the greatest distances
traveled in one hour and 24
hours, respectively, were 30
*A1l of the records cited here
were taken from the Guinness
Book of World Records, Norris
and Ross McWhirter, Sterling
Publishing Company, (1976).

miles, 700 yards and 507
miles. The differences between paced and unpaced
records give one an idea of
the effect of wind resistance.
There are also records
for cycling coast-to-coast
across the United States, including a trip from Olympia,
Washington, to Boston, Massachusetts, accomplished by an
ll-year-old girl in 46 days
during the summer of 1973.
On the other hand, the champion slow-riding bicyclist is
a Japanese who balanced on a
stationary bicycle for 5 hours
,2S minutes.
Impact on Technology
In addition to rather
strange efforts like those
mentioned above, the bicycle
has been very important in the
development of our present
technological society. For
example, the first really good
paved roads were built in response to the needs of bicycle
riders. Many of the other
'needs of automobilc3 were developed for use in icycles.
Among these are ba' .:,
bearings,
chain-and-sprocket drives,
variable-speed transmissions,
brakes, tubeless tires, spoked
wheels, and even the differential gear which allows a car
to turn corners without dragging one rear wheel. Many
early automobile manufacturer~
began by building bicycles.
The Wright brothers also got
their mechanical know-how by
working with bicycles. A
lightweight, but strong, tubular frame, so important for
early aircraft, was first developed for bicycles. If a
practical manpowered flying
machine is ever developed, it

will surely be first cousin
to the bicycle.
In addition, much of the
technology of mass,production,
which is so important to us
today, was developed for the
production of large numbers
of bicycles. The manufacture,
sale and maintenance of bicycles is now a very big business indeed, with nearly 40
million bicycles per year
manufactured on a worldwide
scale. Even a conservative
estimate of cost puts the
annual sales of new bicycles
at two or three billion dollars, and the business done
in parts, repairs, and maintenance is difficult even to
guess at.

In this module you will
be learning mostly about work
and energy by working directly
with a bicycle. You will be
introduced to new ideas primarily through experimental
work with the bike. Often,
questions will arise that are
'not ans\.,rered
immediately. The
answers will be found in further experiment and in the
written explanations that follow. Try to answer the questions asked in the module as
you come to them; you will
find that doing so will lead
you to the answers to many of
your own questions.
As you work through the
module, imagine that you are
an engineer working for a bicycle manufacturer.
You know
that the rider of a bicycle
must do work in order to travel from point to point, but
your assigned task is to
design a bicycle which will

use that work even more efficiently. Before you can do
so, you must understand how
the work is used by present
bicycles. That is, you will

need to know where the energy
input goes as the bicycle is
being ridden. Learning that
will be the main task of this
module.

Force. Work. and Speed

For this experiment you
will need a variable-speed
bicycle with its tires inflated to the proper pressure, a variety of metric
weights, and at least one
metric spring balance.
A. Procedure: Holding the
bike upright on the floor,
hang a w.eight from one of the
pedals. (See Figure 2.) Use
a spring balance calibrated in
newtons to measure the force
impelling or pushing the bike
forward. (Let's call this the
"impelling force.") If you
know your own body weight
fairly accurately, you may do
a trial by standing on one
pedal while your partner
steadies the bike.

Figure 2.
produced.

Repeat this measurement for
several different weights, for
several pedal crank positions,
and with the bike in at least
two different gears.
Questions:*
1.

For a given applied force
(weight) and in a given
gear, at what position of

*Throughout the module, the
questions are intended to
help you to think about the
experiments. You may find
that you cannot answer some
of them completely until you
have read the discussion
following the experiment.

Hang ~ weight from one pedal and measure the impelling force

the pedal is the impelling
force maximum?
Minimum?
(What is the minimum impe llingforce?)
2.

What is the appearance of
a graph of the impelling
force versus pedal crank
position?
(In fact, how
will you measure pedal
posi tion?)
If you can't
answer this by thinking
about it, try to plot an
actual graph ..

3.

At the position of maximum
impelling force for a
given weight and gear, how
does the impelling force
vary as the weight is
changed?

4.

At the pedal position of
maximum i):1pelling force,
how does the impelling
force vary with different
gears?
That is, measure
the impelling force with
the bike in different
gears, but with the same
hanging weight.
(Incidentally, to change gears,
you must have the· pedals
turning.
If you don't
know about this, get some
help. )

B. Procedure:
With the bike
in tlie same gear as for one of
the previous trials, hold it
upright on the floor and turn
the pedals through one complete revolution, thus causing
the bike to move forward.
Measure the distance, D, the
bike moves forward for-one
revolution of the pedals.
Now
compute the distance, tQ*,
that the bike moves forward
when the pedals turn 1/100th
of a turn (3.60).
The reAson
for d6in£ this is that we
\"ould likq to use the impe 1-

ling force at each peaai pos~tion, but tne pedal must move
in order to do work.
As a
compromi:.~e, \\'0 think of the
pedal moving a short distance
about each position.
Questions:
1.

As the crank turns 3.6°,
what is the distance (~d)
the pedal moves in its ciTcular path?

2.

Using a force, F, equal to
one of the hangIng Heights
used in part A, what would
be the force times the distance (F X Dd) the pedal
travels-for 3.60?

3.

Using this force and
choosing a particular
gear, Hnat is the impelling force, Fi, for each
of three pedal positions:
with the crank vertical,
with it horizontal,
and
with it halfway between?

4.

Compute the work which
would be done (fi X 6D) by
each of these impelling
forces in pushing the bike
forward th~ distance ~D
that it moves with l/lITOth
revolution of the crank.
How does Ii X tD for each
case compaTe to F X ild?

5.

What might be a reason
that the two calculations
of \,","ork. Fi X 6D and F X
ild, do not yiela the same
answers?
(Note:
Although
it is very tempting to

*The Greek letter delta (6)
is often used to denote small
quantities or a change in a
quantity.
Thus, 6D is a
small distance moved.

blame inefficiencies in
the chain and sprockets,
these arc not the villains.
The losses there are quite
small.
It helps to think,
in each case, about the
direction of the force on
'the pecrar as comp;ired to
the direction of the motion of th8 p~dal.)
C. Procedure:
Draw the path
of the pedal (a circle), and
find by careful measurement
or by trigonometry that part
of the force (the component)
which is in the directi-ol1of
the motipn of the pedal.
Figure 3 will give you an idea
of how to do this.

1.. Calling

the component of
the hanging force which is
in the direction of the
motion Ft, how does Ft X
lId compare to the work
done on the bike for a
given pedal position?

Figure

3.

Finding

ttlC

part

of the

force of tbe hanging weight which
is in the same direction as the motion of the pedal at a given position.

2.

What can you conclude
about the work done by a
force which is not in the
direction of themotion?
Can you write down an
equation which is appropriate?

For this experiment you
will need a bicycle mounted on
a supporting frame, a stroboscope, and a motor with a
driving wheel to drive the
bike I s front wheel. (See Figure 4.) The bike should have
a speedometer to measure the
speed of the front wheel.
A. Procedure: Mount the 'bike
securely in the stand, with .
the wheels off the floor and
able to turn freely. You will
probably find that the front
wheel is slightly out of balance and tends to rotate until
the valve stem is at the bottom. Balance the wheel by
wrapping some wire solder
around the base of the spokes
opposite the valve stem; until
the wheel no longer tends to
rotate.
Place the electric motor
in front of the front wheel so
that the drive wheel on the

motor· will cause the bike's
wheel to rotate in the same
direction it turns when the
bike is moving forward. Turn
the electric motor on and
push it into position so that
it drives the front wheel of
the bike. "Rev up" the bike
wheel to the highest speed
possible.
With the front wheel
going at full speed, "strobe"
it until either the valve stem'
or a mark on the wheel is stationary. If the strobe light
is blinking at such a rate
that it produces a flash of
light each time the stern is
in the same position, the number of flashes per minute
(fpm) , as read from the
strobe-light dial, will be the
same as the number of revolutions per minute (rpm) of the
wheel. You will probably find
that under these conditions
the strobe rate is so slow

that the image is difficult to'
make out. You can get around
this by strobing at exactly
twice the rate of turning.
CAUTION;
Please be careIUT with this! When the
wheel appears "stopped"
by the strobe, it is awfUlly tempting to stick
one's hand into it. This
would get blood allover
the spokes, because the
wheel is not actually
stopped.

1.

2.

How can you tell for sure
that the number of revolutions T)er minute is the
same a; the number of
flashes per minute?
(Hint;
Change the fpm
rate. At what rates is
the wheel "s topped" '?)
What do you see when the
fpm is exactly twice the
rpm? How about three
times or four times the
rpm?

With the front wheel
going at full speed, read and
record the speedometer reading. Now pull the electric
motor away from the front
wheel and let the wheel slow
down, with the strobe light
still flashing on it at the
same number of fpm as before.
At each instant the spokes
"stop" momentarily, read the
speedometer and record the
reading.
This will require
one pe rson to callout
"nO\\I"
at each appropriate moment
and another person to reael
the speedometer.
It also
might takd some practicew
Note:
When yOU trY this,
you will probably get con-

fused by watching the
spokes.
This is because
.they are "tangential"
spokes, as on most modern
biCYCles, rather than
"radial" spokes which go
directly toward the center
of the hub.
Tangential
spokes are arranged (Figure 4) so :hat, as the hub
dri \TeS

the

whee J,

the

spokes pull rather than
bend.
With radial spokes,
th~ only way to drive the
wheel is bv the sidewise
(bending) force Ot the
spokes.
To avoid the visual
confusion caused by the
spokes,

mask off all hut

a few spoke nipples, as
indicated in Figure S.
Black construction paper
taped to the frame works
well.
Now, all you can
set: is the eaually
~;paceJ
nipp lcs and tite conCus ion
is elimi!1atcd.

Figure
5.
It is helpful
to h:1Ve a
piece of cOltstn'.cti·Al
pHpeX' moskinl'.
off the spokes so th8t only a few
nipples are visible.

Questions:
1.

'z.

When the wheel is going
full speed, the strobe
flashes twice for each
complete revolution.
As
the wheel slows down
slightly, and the spoke
nipples are "stopped" for
the first time (but, the
valve stcm is not stopped),
how far does the wheel
turn bctween flashes?
(Hint:
It is less than
half a revolution.)
At this instant, how does
the rotational speed of
the wheel compare to its
speed when it was being
driven?
That is, what
fraction of the full speed'
is it now running at?
(Hint: How many spokes
are there?)

B. Procedure:
Measure the
outer diameter of the wheel.
Note that, when the wheel
makes one revolution, the bicycle moves forward a distance
equal to the circumference of
the wheel.
You can measure
this by pushing the bike forward as the wheel .makes one
complete revolution, or.you
can compute it by taking TI
times the diameter.
Questions:
1.

What is the top speed of
the front wheel in miles
per hour?
(That is, if
the bike were moving along
the ground with the front
wheel turning at that
rate, what would be its
speed?)
How does this
compare to the speedometer
reading?

. 2.

What is the speed of the
wheel at each later time
the spokes are "stopped"
by the strobe?

c. Procedure: Plot a graph
of the speed calculated for
this last question versus the
corresponding speed as read
on the ~peedometer.
Questions:
1.

Was ,the speedometer accurately calibrated in the
factory?

Did you find that the
maximum impelling force on the
bike-for a given gear and a
given hanging weight-resulted
when the pedal crank was horizontal?
For that position,
and that position only, the
force of the hanging weight
acts in the same direction in
which the pedal moves.
Obviously, as indicated in Figure 6, when the pedal is at
the bottom of its circle, the
hanging force doesn't do anything except exert a force
which is supported by the axle
bearings.
The same thing is
true when the'pedal is at the
top.
What we know, then, is
that in position A of Figure
6, the weight produces a maximum impelling force, and in
positions Band
C it produces
no impelling force.
How about
the positions in between?
If
you drew your graph correctly,
you found that the impelling

Figure 6. When the pedal is at its top or bottom position, the hanging
weight produces no impelling force. Hhen it is horizontal the impelling
force is maximum for 9 given gear ratio and hanging weight.

force varies smoothly between
those two extremes as shown"in
Figure 7A. The angle I used
to plot this graph is measured
from the horizontal position
of the crank (See Figure 7).
As the pedal moves from the
top position to the bottom,
this angle goes from 90°,
through 0° at the horizontal
position, and back to 90°.
Just to keep them straight,
I'll call angles above the
horizontal positive and those

below negative.
Then the
angle varies from +900 to
-90°.

One way to sort this out
is to consider the work done
on the bike by the hanging
weight.
Letting the hanging
weight move the pedal through
a small angle moves the bike
forward some distance.
We
use a "small angle" (3.6°
earlier) so that the pedal
motion is localized near some
angular position in each case.
Angle
Measured

00
Angle (Pedal Position)
Figure 7. The impelling force depends on the position of the pedal.
The angle is measured from the horizontal position of the pedal.

Then, in our thought processes, we can restrict the motion to a very tiny angle at
each position.
This avoids
the complication of having the
angle change appreciably
during a given motion.
At any rate, if the pedal
crank is slowly turned through
a particular angle at each of
many different positions, the
forward distance the bike travels is the same each time.
That is, the dis~ance traveled
by the bike doesn't depend on
the position of the pedal, but
only on how far the pedal
moves along the arc. Since
th~ work done on the bike is
the impelling force, Fi' times
the distance the bike moves,
6D, and since tD is the same
each time the pedal moves
through the same small angle,
the graph of work done on the
bike versus the pedal position
is indicated in Figure 8. In
that figure, each rectangle
represents a pedal motioH of
3.6°, and the height of the
r~ctangle is the work done, fi
X ~D. If we then make the
rec~angles narrower and np
rower, representing sID'all;
and smaller angles, we en~ up
with a smooth graph like that
of Figure 9. Now let's look
at the work input to the bi-

0°
Angle (Pedal Posi1ion)

Figurc'9. Work done on the bike
depends on the pedal position.

cycle.
You might guess that
this would be the force (F)
exerted by the hanging weTght
times the distance 6d the
pedal travels along the arc.
Since the weight F is constant, as is the aistance td,
this product does not vary as
the pedal rotates.
But the
work done on the bicycle
eFi X 6D) does vary as the
pedal rotates.
Apparently,
the work done on the bike is
not (;(.l.'..l,d to the force exerted
OY:--thehanging weight (F)
times the distance the ~cdal
travels along the arc Cd).
Yet, in this orderly woild,
it, is reasonable to think that
the work input, except for
frictional losses, should be
the same as the work output.
If this is the case, the work
put into the pedal must depend upon the pedal position.
The clue to what is
going on invol~es thinking
about direction.
The force
exertea on the pedal not only
has a size, it has a directioll-dO\.;m
....
ard. The motion of
the pedal also has a direction.
It is tangent to the
arc through ~hich the pedal
moves.
When the pedal crank
is horizontal (maximum work) ,
the force and the motion are
in the same direction.
When
the crank is vertical (zero

work), the force and the
motion are at right angles to
one another.
Let's look
ngain at these two quantities
for some position of the
pedal, as in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The directions of the
motion and of the force differ by
an angle

o.

As indicated in Figure
11, the force can be broken
down into two parts, or comEonents, one in the same--direcITon as the motion and
one perpendicular to that
directicn.*
Using a little

trigonometry on this gives the
following results:
Ft

=

Fcose

Fp

=

Fsin8

where Ft is the tangential
component, the one in the direction of the motion.
As
before, '\'henthe pedal moves
from the top position to the
bottom, the angle e goes from
90°, through 0° at the horizon&al position, and then to
-90.
A moment's thought
should convince you that the
angle e shown in Figures 10
and 11 is the same angle e defined in Figure 7. Getting
out my handy-dandy calculator
to find sine and case for
.
various angles, I am able to
draw the two graphs in Figure 12.
Jackpot!
The graph for
F) is not at all familiar, but
the graph fOr Ft is precisely
the same graph we already have
seen a couple of times.
One
might very well suspect that
the part of the force which is
in the direction of the motion
is closely related to the work
done.
In fact, whenever a
force acts on an object,
causing it to move, only that
comnonent of the force which

ISint1~JITection
tion

*If this is new to you, you
might like to stop for a minute and read Appendix A on
vectors •.

clOC5

or the

mo-

an'! 'lOrk.

Consider a simple example.
Suppose you push a hockey puck along the ice with a
stick, as indicated in Figure
13. The downward component of
the force only serves to push.
the puck more firmly onto the
ice; since there is no downward motion, that component
does no work.
The horizontal
.component, on the other hand,
accelerates the puck, doing
work in the process.
The work
done is equal to the horizon-

,Fp

F

Figure 12. Graphs of the two components of the force of the pedal versus pedal position.

~~:e
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~otion

Il'-

tal component of the force
times the distance traveled.
Using mathematical
shorthand,
this is (FcosO) times d,
where e i~ the angle b~tween
F and d. Or, as it is usually
written:

Mechanical

Advantage

As you no doubt noticed
in Experiment A-I, when you
change gears, the same hanging
weight-say at the horizontal
pedal position-produces
a different impelling force.
The
lower the gear, the greater
the impelling forcc.
Did you
also notice that, in the lower
gear, the distance the bike.
travels .when the pedals move
through a given angle is less
than the co~responding
dis-

tancc in a higher gear?
Take
another look at your data from
Experiment A-I.
With the
pedals in the horizontal position, what is the work dorie
on the bike CF' X ~D) for
each gear?
y~~ pro~ably
find
that the answers are nearly
Ule same for each g(;aT.
The
small differences arise from
experimental
errors.
This result shows that,
for a given force acting on
the. pedal, the impelling force
depends on the gear the bike
is in, but the work done for
one turn of the --crank is the
same in every gear.
If the
gears are changed in a way
that doubles the impelling
force with a given force on
the pedal, then'the distance
traveled for a turn of the
pedals is halved, and the product of force and distance remains the same.
In other words, you can't
get something for nothing.
\"v'lla
tever \'lorkyou put in at
the pedals-minus
frictional
losses in the chain, gears,
bearings, etc.-is the same
q t1ant i t Y

0

f

h' ark

into the forward

\oj

h i c h go e s

motion.

What

you' can control by changing
gears is the impelling force
you can produce.
This helps
in the following way:
in the
highest gear on your bike, you
arc able to produce some maximum impellin~ force, say 50 N,
with the pedals horizontal anrl
your whole weight on one
pedal.
You max even pull up
on the h.:mcllcbars to produce
more force.
This is fine ~,rhen
traveling do~nhil1 or on level'
ground. 'HO\vevcr, if you try a
fairly steep hill, the SO-N
impelling force is no longer
enough to keep you moving.
In the days of single-speed
bicycles, this meant you had
to get off and push the bike
up hill.
But, with a variable-gear bike, you may shift
to a lower gear which in-.
creases the ililpelling force.
However, you then pay the
price of having to pedal more
times to go the SD1J1edistance.
We say that you have gained
in mechanical advanta~e-the
ratlo of 'the output (trce
to the input force.
(But
you have not gained in the
amount of work you must do.)

If you have a multiplespeed bike equipped with a
speedometer,
you Light
like
to try the following little
experiment.
On a smooth,
level road, starting from a
standstill. accelerate the
bike

by c.pplyin(;

as you
turn,

as

much

can to each pedal
say

ten

times.

force

in

~;()tice

what speed you 9ttain.
Now
try the same thing in different gears.
You may be
surprised a~ how nearly the
same the fill;:,;.l speed is in
each c~se.
TIle '.'<'ork
inpu t is
the same in each case, ihus so

is the resul~ant kinetic
energy.
If you are particularly
interested, you mi5"ht try
timing

each of these

trials.

That is, in each case, hoh'
long does it take to go from
zero to top speed?
The answer
mifht surnrisc VOl!.
!;:z.":'.:~~~~~~ifR~:>~··~;",-~f~~·:':':~~i.;»-!:5':'~~5.""E~~

Discussion

of Experiment

;\-2.

In this experiment, when
you used a flash ra 'ce doub Ie
the maximum rate at which the
wheel turns, the l.'heelturned
only one-half revolution between flashes.
As indicated
in figure 14, this means that,
any particular one of the
spoke nipples appears to
alternate back and forth
across a diameter of the wheel
with successive flashes.
Of
course, the flashes are of
such short duration .and come
so close together that the
spoke nipple appears to be
stopped·at each of the two
positions .
.Looking at this in a
slightly different way, one
can concentrate
attention on a
point in space near the rim
where a spoke nipple seems to
be stopped.
In the time between flashes
exactly half of
the spoke nipples pass the
point of interest.
For example, using a 36-spoke wheel,
J

if

nipple

nmlber

1 is

at

a

given point at the time of the
first £1<15h, nipple number 19
\\i 11 b eat
t 11 e 5 a Ine poi n t at
the time of the second flash
2nd nipple

number

1 \611

be

back at the third flash.
\'"11en the \\heel is allowed
to slow down graduilly, but
the flash rate is kept the
same, there is no longer a
nipple at just the right place
during successive
flashes, and

Figure 14. With the strobe flashing twice during
spoke nipple seems to jump across a diameter. .

the image blurs.
However, as
s I O\VdO\'ill
can tinue s, the whee I
reaches a sp~ed at which nipple number 18 will be at exactly that position during a
flash which was occupied by
nipple number 1 during the .
preceeding
flash.
Once again,
the nipples will appear
"stopped," but noh' the wheel
turns only J7/18 of a half
revolution beth'cen flashes.
As the wheel slows further,
the nipples will again blur
and eventu::J.lly"stop," this
time when thcre is 16/18 of
a half revolution between
flashes.
This continues until the wheel actually docs
stop.*
Since the amount of
turning of the wheel between
flashes is oroportional
to its.
speed, we may write the following equation for the speed,
~, of the wjlecl at each instant that it is "stopped" by
the strobe:

each revblution,

a

Here ~ax
is the speed of the
wheel as it is being driven by
the motor, n is an integer
ranging from 0 to 18, and ~
is the "stoppedll speed corresponding to each n. Although
we have not yet calculated
~;lax' He c.an now make. a graph
at speedometer
reading versus
n, whiehis
proportional
to
The "stonncd"
speed.
If this
graph is·~ straight line, then
the speedometer
is linear,
which it must be if it is ever
to be calibrated accurately.
A sample graph for a particular speedometer
is shown in
Figure

15.
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Figure 15. The speedometer represented by this graph ~s linear.

zero.
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If your speedometer is
linear, and thus useable, now
is the time to see if it is
accurately calibrated.
That
is, does the readi~g you get
on the speedometer for any
given speed correspond to the
actual speed of the bike?
If
not, you will have to l'lake
corrections to ~ny future
speedometer readings.
If your speedometer is
linear, any speed is uS gooo
as any other for checking
accuracy, so you may as well
use ~n9-x' Then the rotation
rate, ln rpm, times the circumference of the wheel, in
inches (rr times the diameter),
will give you the true sp0ed
in the strange units of inches
per minute.
Then you will
have to change this to mi~es
per hour.
Below, I show how
I did it for a wheel of 27inch diameter which was driven
at 320 rpm.

~ax

:::(circum)X(rotation

The following is a listing of the learning goals for
Section A of the module.
When
you havQ comploted the section
;rou should have an understanding of th·~ principle or technique specified in each goal.
The question which accompanies
each goal is a sample exam
question.
If you can answer
it correctly, you probahly
hFve a geod anderstanding of
the required information.
The
answors to the questions appear at the back of the module.
Goal 1. To be able to find
components of a force (or
any other vector quantity)
along two mutually perpendicular directions.

the

Question:
If you push a hockey puck with the force sho\.;n,
what is the component of the
force parallel to the surface
of the ice and what is the
component pushing the puck
down onto the ice?

rate)

:::(85in/rev)X(320rev/min)

=

27,200

in/min

This answer is not terribJv
helpful; we need to change'it
to miles per hour:

G0<11 2.
To understand ho\'''
\wyk(lone
depends
on the <1irections of the force and the
displacement.

In this case, the readi~g on
the speedometer Has abl)ut 25
mph, so the calibration was
reasonably good. How good is
your speedometer?

Question~
Suppose you push a
toy train nround part of a
circular track with a constant force wnich is always
in the same dire..:tion, as indicated in the figure.
21

the work
est?

done

b. At which
it least?

the greatpoint(s)

is

c. Sketch a graph of work
done per em of motion versus the angle 8.
Goal 3.

To understand

the

~)L:'IlCTples of strobing
to
"stop" repetiti\"e motion.

Question.
A printer prints
labels 6n a long, continuous
strip of self-sticking
paper
at a very high speed.
As the
labels come off the machine
and are rolled onto big
spools, it is desired to spot
check the~ with a strobe
light.
Suppose that the speed
at

\\'hich

the

paper

runs

is

4 mis,

that the labels are 5
em apart
end that every tenth
label should be illurni~3ted at
a.

For a given distance

moved

(say

pointes)

1 eFt),

at

on the track

which

is

the ~,ame position,
making the
paper
clppear "stopped.1I
Nhat
should be. the flash
rate?

In this section you will
look at how the work put into
the bike by exerting forces on
the pedals is ,converted into

For this experiment tte
bicycle should be mounted on a
stand to raise the rear wheel.
You will need a set of baJanced ,.;eightswhich can be
mounted on the rear wheel near
the rim, and a means of measuring the maximum speed of
the rear wheel.
This latter
.might be a speeuometer 0'1' a
stroboscope.
A. Procedure:
With the bike
on tne~stan~
and with the
pedal crank horizontal, allow
a weight to pull the peual
down to the bottom position,
causing the rear wheel to turn
in the process.
Measure the
maximum speed attained by the
rear wheel.
The weight used to push
the pedal down Iilaybe a chunk
of lead or standard masses.
However, you may find it easiest to use your own bedy
weight.
You can do this by
balancing your weighT on the
two pedals with the cranks
horizontal, then suddenly
lifting your back foot, allowing 81::·£
your weight t.o act
on

th,2'

Jt"ward

pedal.

Try

kinetic energy, and ~hat happens ro that kinetic energy
as the bike moves.

w~rk done is just the
weight times the height
through which it falls.)
2.

What is the maximum speed
of the wheel for each
trial?

3.

Take the wheel off and
find its mass (or, get the
figure from your teacher.)
Making the approximation
that all of the. mass is
located at the rim, what
is the kinetic energy of
the· wheel at its maximum
speed?

4.

Is the kinetic energy you
calculate this way equal
to t.he work put into the
bike?
If notF how do you
account for the discrepancy'?

B. Procedure:
Repeat the
expeiiment using one or two
different gears.

1.

HOh

2.

Can you distinguish any
difference in the rate at

not

to lea: ')Ilyour hands ve ry
much.

1.

How much workdiJ
you put
into the bike all each
trial?
(Remembe r that tile

does the maximum speed
of the '"heel compare when
different gears are used?
How do you explain this
result?

wh j eh

you

do

the

worK'?

lbat is, when you stand

on the pedal, does it fall
equally fast for the different gears?

c. Procedure: Now add the
extra weights to the wheel
near the rim. As indicated in
Figure 16, use balanced sets
and place them opposite one
another so that the wheel remains reasonably well bal-"
anced.
Be sure you know the
masses "of the added weights
and their distances from the
axle.
Repeat the experiment
using the gear you first used.

You will probably find
that the maximum speed attained by the wheel is less
than it was without the added
weights.
To compensate for
this, add enough extra work
so that the weighted wheel
reaches the same maximum speed
the unweighted wheel did. You
can do this in one of two different ways:
Either add more
weight to the weight pulling
the pedal down, or start the
pedal "from a higher position
with the same weight acting.
If you did the first part by
standing on the pedal, you
will find the latter method
much easier to do.
Questions:

Figure 16. Adding weights to the
rear wheel increases the kinetic
energy at a given speed.

1.

At the maximum speed of
the wheel, what is the
kinetic energy of the
added weights? .

2.

How does" this kinetic
en6rgy compare with the
extra work put into the
"bike to get the wheel up
to the same maximum speed?

3.

What difference would it
make if the weights were
attached to the wheel at
a place which is nearer
to the axle?
(You may
want to try this as an
optional experiment.)

Just

to keep

face, how far would it
have traveled for the
number of revolutions
which the wheel performed?

a bicycle

moving at a constant

sJleed on

level ground requires a continual output of energy on
your part.
In this experiment, you will find oui where
some of that energv voes. You
will need the bic~~l~~ the
stand to lift it off the floor,
a tire pump, a goed pressure'
gaugcJ and a smooth, level
place to ride the bike.
For
this lastJ either a long cor-

"thought-ex~)crirI1ent."
This is
a way of simplifying
the situation to a greater degree than
can be done in real life.
Think of coasting on a smooth)
level surface with the onlY

ridor

force

or a gyI;)'IlasiuEl floor

works bestJ if av~ilable.
If
notJ a paved, level purking
lot works well on a day with
no wind.
If there is wind,
try to keep it at your side,
or do the trials in pairsone with and one against the
wind-taking the average of
each pair.
A. Procedure:
With the bike
on tne s t ':111(1-;- do \; 0 de on th e
rear wheel, as before, by
letting a weight push the pedal

dO\';n\'lard.

(Alternatively,

you can get it up to a known
speed with the mo~or you used
earlier on the front wheel.)
Record the maximum speed of
the rear wheel and count the
number of revolutions
the
wheel makes in slo~ling from
that

maxir,mTIl

speed

to

:J.

stop.

For this purpose, it will help
to place a piece of masking
tape on the tire as a marker.

1.

2.

\~hat

is

the

maximum ki-

B.

Procedure:

phys·ICisrs

Now do what

lIKe to call a

slmiing

the

bike

FeTng

that of the rear wheel bearings.
If that force were also
missing, you would coast forever.
StaTt with a speed such
that the total kinetic energy
of you and the: bike is just
equal to the original kinetic
energy the rear ~heel had in
Part A of this experiment.
.
In this simplified view,
the forces in the rear wheel
bearings are solely responsible for the en~rgy

loss-that

is, for stopping the bike.
It
is reasonable (and in fact
quite.accuratcj
to assume that
{he bearing forces arc about
the same for the ridden bike
as for the freely rotating
wheel.

Thus, the same amount

of energy is lost for each
revolution of the wheel in
either case.
.
This means that, to bring
the bike to a stop, the rear
wheel must make the same number of turns as it did in your
real experiment of Part A.
Another ,.".ay of' vieHing
~~is is that the frictional
rees in the rear Hhec1 bearl ~;s,
acting through the

netic energy of the wheel?
HenceJ what is the energy
loss to friction as the
wheel comes to rest?

..•
:Lecl,
"drag"

If the bike had been
moving on a level sur-

down to a stop.
The drag
force times the di:tance
the
bike moves is the
rk done

exert
force

an effective
to slO\\ the

bike

by the frictional forces.
Thus7 it is the kinetic energy
which was lost.

the bike is practically
stopped, let it stop there.
It will take some judgement
to decide where it stops.)

Questions:
1.

2.

In your thought experiment, how far docs the
bike move before coming
to rest? What was its
initial kin~tic energy?

1.

How much work did you put
into tho bike?

2.

How far does tho bike
travel before stopping?

What is the "drag" <.Iue to
the rear wheel bearings?

3.

What is the drag force?
Ho;'.' does

C. Procedure:
Rev up the
fron~ wheel with the Jriving
motor,. measure its sp'~ed., <lnG
count the number of revolutions it makes in coming to
rest.

What is the ini t.is 1 kinetic
energy
of the fJ'ont
wheel?
HO'.'i many revolu-

What is the "drag" produced by the front wheel
bearings?

D. Procedure:
Now t~ke the
bicycl(~ t6--TIlat $}:;ooth, level
surface and try the experiment.
Starting with the cedal
at the horizon~al, suddenly
stand on it and measure the
distance traveled before the
bike comes to a stop.
Just to
be completely convinced about
the effect of changing gears,
you might try this for a different gear, as well.
Take
the average.?~ ~evcr~~ trialS.
(Note:
A $1:1111:111 YJ_0Cr can,

by e r~e r get

to

4.

How does

the distance

travel(~d

compa.To

Hhen you

change gear ratios?
How
do you explain this result?

tions did it m3.ke?
2.

comnare

bearings?
How do you explain this result?

Questions:
L

this

the -drag of the wheel

jC

r:l:ln i 11 u1 ;:r t. ion S 0 f

the handlebars,

keep the bike

.upright practically

fo-:-cver

and even add sub.:: t::m t i <1.11 Y to
the distance
trDvcleJ.
Try
not 4:0 do this.
)(,<1 ther,
\,'hen

E. Pro~cdure:
To examine
this-restllta
little
more
closely, reduce the ~re~sure
in each tire by 5 lb/in~ or
so, and repeat~
That is, if
the normal pressure is 70
2
lb/in2, t.ry this at 6S Ib/in
for each trial.
Continue at
successively lower pressures,
but stan hefore the tires get
so low ~hat they are crush~d
by the rims.

1.

In each trial, how far did
.the bike go? Hence, what
was the total average
force sloKing the bike
down each time?

2.

Make a graph
tionnl force
tires versus
sure.,

E.-'

of the fricdue to the
the tire pres

In making

this

grapn, nOH can you compensate for the frictional
force of the bearings?

3.

If the previous graph is
definitely not a straight
line, try one of force

versus
sibly
4.

lip.

Is this'oos-

a straight

line~?

If the tires could be inflated. to cxtrem~ly high'
pressures, what do yeu
St:ppose H~uld happen to
the frictional iorce due
to the tires '? Ho;.••.could
. t
t".1HS 1"0you <lpprox1.;',c·e
suit with real tires?
Figure 17.

A mass on the rim of a

turn1.ng \lhcel trnvcls

at a speed

which depenJs'on the rate at ~hich
the \Jher.::l turl.l5 llnd on the
of the ",heel.

When a singlo mass moves
in a straight line at avclocity v, tbe kinetic energy is
.
JUS

t-1-.·..•iJ.
,-",
;;;:

'" ': .. '"

\':I.~n

t'.
no

"n", f>
.)<d;,~.

•.,.....
c
J;H.>S~

moves IIi" a cij:clc,
the kinetic
energy is still
:iJ"j.'C2, but it
is a bit tj,'ickicr -to see \'lhat
the velocity is.
For example, s~ppo~c a
mass moves on th3 T1TI ot a
wheel which is turning at the
rate of tv ,(Grccl~ letter Gry:;oa)
revolutions p8r second. (Fi-;T:':'ure 17). Then, in one revolution of the wheel the mass
travels at a distance of one
circumference,
2ur. In w
revolutions
the mass travels
a dist:~nce 2,;nu 2-1l.d, since the
"lheel turns l,}-timcs per
second, the speed is- 2TI~w
in, say meters per second.
That is:

at a rate of 3 revolu-

turning
t';on<~
.L

to

j,">

"""T

C"(.\C("'llCl

~,,;.__

abOtlt

kinetic

,..;.;'

'-'

lS

.;

1.1;.>h).

energy

(cq'lJ.·"·:'l'~"~·
v "'.. '-'
1'!h::.t i:" t::c.••..

J .•.. \...

of the. r;la~s?

X 0.34 m X 3 rev/s

==

21T

::!

6.4 m/s

==

~mv2

=

~ X 1

And:

KE
Suppose a I-kg mass is on
the rim of a bicycle wheel
with a diaroeter of 68 em
(about 27 inches), which is

rc.dhw

::!

~

kg X (6.4 m/s)2

.20.5 kg m2/s2
20.5 J

Using

the Speedome~er

One helpful point is
that, when the bicycle wheel
rotates at any particular rate
on the stand, a point on its
outer surface travels at the
Same speed as woulJ the bike
if it were moving on a road
with the "'heel t.urning at the
same ra te. Thus, if one con
attach a speedometer to the.
rear wheel, the speedometer
reading gives directly the
approximate speed of any
point on the tire.
To get
that speed in to the lmi ts of
meters. per second, one can
use the conversion factor 1
mph :;:0.45 m/s.
Several

"ora:-;Vh

Masses

on the Rim

"total kinetic energy is thus
the sum of the kinetic
energies of the t\\·omasses:
1'1:
\. ..~

Kt::
= :-E.l

=

~

+ KEZ

(!;z m) v2

+ ~ (~ !!l.) ,,2

This is just the same energy
as before, but the mass is in
better balance and the wheel
turns more smoothly.
S~ppose you now separate
the mass into lflanyparts, say
20, distributed at equal intervals along the rim, as in
Figure 19. Now each piece has
1/20th the original kinetic
energy, and the total kinetic
energy is still !i~2.

e e 3.

Suppose that you take the
mass which was on the rim of
the wheel, divide it into two
equal parts, and put those
halves at opposite ends of a
diameter, as in Figure 18.
Now, since the two masses are
on the same wheel, turning at
the same rate, and at the same
distance from the ccrtter, they
have the same speed.
The

Figure 19. \-.Then
the mass on the rim
is divided up into many parts, the
total kinetic energy remains the
same.

Figure

18.

TvJO

rim of a wheel.

equal mnsses

on the

Finally, suppose that you
divide the mass up into so
many p3rts that they form one
conti.nuous "tire" on the rim,
as in Figure ?O. The kinetic
energy is still the same.

Adding Mass to the Wheel

Figure 20. The kinetic energy of a
continuous tire is still the same
for the same speed and total mass.

=
Numerical

~mtire

(Ytire)

When you attach lead
weights to the bike wheel,
the situation changes.
As
indicated in Figure 21, the
wheel itself has the same
kinetic energy as before, and
the moving weights have an
additional kinetic energy of
~rn'v,2. Here m' is the total
lllassof the added weights and
v' is th-eir speed.
Note that
v' is different from v because
the added weights are-only a
distance r' from the center.
In fact, since w is the same
for the rim as for the added
weights:

2

Example

Approximately what is the
kinetic energy of a 2.3-kg bicycle wheel rotating at a rate
equivalent to 20 mph?

v'

r'

= --v
r

m = 2.3 kg
v ~ 20 mph ~ 9 mls
Note that v is given approximately.
TKis is because the
mass is not really located at
the outer surface of the tire,
where the speed is 20 mph.,
More about this later.
For
now, assuming that the mass
is concentrated there,

KE ~ ~mv2
~ ~ X 2.3 kg X (9 rnls)2

Figure 21. The kinetic energy is
that of the wheel ?lus that of the
added weights.

Numerical

Example

Suppose you add a total
mass of 1 kg to the hicycle
wheel, attached at a distance
of 20 em from the center, and
cause the wheel to rotate at
the 20 mph rate.
What is the
kinetic energy of the added
weights?

v

=

r
-

= 34

r'

20 mph ~ 9 mls

r.

cm
Figure 22. To find the kinetic
energy of a rotating disc, one must.
add up the energies of all possible
thin rings of mass.

20 cm

m' = I kg
")

KE -= ~~m'v
=t

---( 'r'£ )

12m'

-= ~

I ••

2 ~

\"

t.

kg( .~_._~:~) ;2 (~l rnl s) 2
. 3 t~ cm

We simply state the result.
As indicated in Figure
23, the kinetic energy of the
disc is ~Mv2, wher~ v is the
speed of
point on the rim,
and M is the"total mass of the
disc~
This may be interpreted
in one of two ways:
the disc
has "the same kinetic energy as

a

When a wheel is a solid
disc, it is obvious that not
all of the mass is concentrated at the rim. Analysis
of this problem involves adding up pieces which are thin
rings like the one shown in
Figure 22. Every part of a
given ring is the same distance from the axle.
The
addition is more complicated
than that done for masses 0U
the rim of the wheel and ~..
qui res the methods of calc i,'

Figure 23.

Ius.

a kinetic

KE=II4M~

The rotating disc has
energy of ~1v2.

would half the mass concentrated at the rim or, alternatively, the disc has the
same kinetic energy as would
the same mass concentrated
at a distance R/I! from the
axle.
The rear wheel of a bicycle is much more like the
wheel with the mass all concentrated at the rim than it
is like the solid disc, but
it is not exactly like either.
The tire and rim constitute
most of the mass and the
spokes are negligible.
The
hub and gears have a fairly
substantial mass, but they
are so close to the hub that,
because of their smaller
speed, their contribution to
the kinetic energy is small.
As a good approximation, one
can assume that only the mass
at or near the rim of the
wheel contributes to the kinetic energy.
Work Put Into the Wheel
Where does the kinetic
energy of the rear wheel come

~

,..- - -

•

I
I
L

-

from, anyway?
When you apply
force to the pedal, say by
standing on it, you do work
which, through the chain and
gear mechanism, acts on the
wheel to increase its kinetic
energy.
However, since the
force acting on the pedal is
not always in the same direction as the motion of the
pedal, this work is hard to
compute.
It is much easier
to use"the change in potential energy of the weight as
it falls and does work on the
pedal.
Except for frictional
losses, the change in potential energy is equal to the
work done.
As you know, the change
in potential energy of a mass
which moves from a higher
point to a lower one depends
only on its weight and the
vertical distance moved.
This
is indicated in Figure 24.
The potential energy lost by
the weight turning the pedal
depends only on the starting
and ending heights of the
pedal, as shown in Figure 25.

\

,.--- -,
I

_

I

•
'-

Figure 24. The c.hange in potential energy of the mass depends only on
its initial height and final height and not on the path it takes.
In
the three cases shown, the change in potential energy is the same.
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m

:

mgl/

:
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=

60 kg

fih

=

15 cm

The change in potential
energy is:
Il(PE) = ~ll!!.

/,

~;:1t+~tli~,/
I
I

I
I
I

L,

r·
I
L

m

I
I

Figure 25. The weight on the pedal
falls a distance ~h and loses potential energy ~~E.

Since the weight of the mass
m is ~ and the change in
neigh t is llh, the change in
potential energy is mg6h.
What is the workdone
in
this case?
The only source of
work is that change of potential energy of the mass and,
if the frictional losses are
negligible, the work done must
just be equal to the change in
potential energy.
That is:

b.

m/ s2 xci .15 m

=

60 kgX9.8

=

88 kg m2/s2

=

88 J

If the mass of the rear
wheel is 2.5 kg, mostly
concentrated at the rim,
and if all of the work is
converted into kinetic
energy, approximately what
is the maximum speed the
wheel reaches?

In terms of the speed (at
the rim) the kinetic energy is:

This can be solved
speed:
a.

Suppose a 60-kg person
suddenly stands on a bicycle pedal, stqrting at
the horizontal pedal position and falling to the
bottom of its swing.
If
the p0dal crank is 15 cm
from the hub to center of
pedal, what was the change
in potential energy?

for

vef!
"~2

2 2
X 88 kg m /s
2.5 kg

z

8.4.m/s

Did you notice that in
the preceeding discussion and
example, no mention is made of
the gear used?
This may be a
bit surprising.
However, if
there are no losses to friction, the orily place for the
loss in potential energy to
appear is in increased kinetic
energy of the rear wheel.
Thus, whatever tile gear, the
rear wheel should reach the
same speed each time one
stands on the pedal in the
same manner.
In fact, you probably
found that, to the best of
your ability to measure, this
was the case in the higher
gears.
However, if you were
standing on the pedal and no
extra weight~ were added to
the wheel, you probably found
that the maximum speed, and
thus the kinetic energy of the
wheel, was considerably less
for the lowest gears.
Where did the energy
which was lost in this process
go? This is an effect well
known to bicycle racers who
find that, if the gear ratio
is too· 10\" for the condi tions,
the rear wheel tends to "get
ahead" of the pedals.
To get some ins igh t into
this, think of riding a bicycle on a level road in the
lowest gear, so that the pedall i n g is very eas y .
If yo II
pedal as fast as possible, you
soon reach a speed l·:hereyou
can no longer keep up with the
wheel.
Then you put work into
the bike only infrequently-as
it slows down a little.
If
you want to increase your
speed, yov must then shift to
a higher gear ratio.;': Something akin to this happens
when the resistunce to acceI-

eration-the inertia-of the
rear wheel isn't sufficiently
great at a given gear ratio
as you stand on a pedal.
Then
energy is los t.
This still doesn't do
much to explain where that
lost energy goes.
When some
students tried this experiment, the rear wheel reached
a speed of 20 mph for the
highest gear and only about
10 mph for the lowest.
Since
the kineti~ energy depends on
the square of the speed, this
means that the kinetic energy
of the wheel was only about
one-fourth as great in the
latter case.
Where did the
other three-fourths of the
energy go?
The answer can be found
in a related experiment.
Suppose you jump from a table onto the floor.
As your body
falls, it loses potential
energy and gains kinetic energy, going faster and faster.
Then you hit the floor and
suddenly are stopped.
You
have lost both the initial
potential energy and the kinetic energy gained on the way
do~n. However, if we believe
in "conservation of energy,"
it wasn't destroyed but must
merely have chanied into other
forms.
Olle of these forms is
obvious; vou can hear some ·of
the con vci,t.eJ~nergy.
A

all this talk of "gear
ratio," yeu may have some
curiosity about the meaning
of the term more precisely
than it is used here.
If so,
read the appendix at the back
of the module.
If not,
don't; it isn't really necessary for an understanding of
the modUle.

:':\\'ith

larger fraction is converted'
into heat, which is not quite
so easily Jctel:ted but which
is there, nonetheless.
If YOU
foolishly jump from too great
a height, some energy may go
into cracking bones.
Even the
stinging sensation on the
sales of your feet is an indication of the conversion of
kinetic energy int.o other

forms.
[f you were suddenly

to
stand on a bIcycle pcdal \'lith
the chain removed, much the
same thing h'ould It;] ppen. Whcn
you hit bottom, YOUI' kinetic
energy is changed to heat,
sound and possibly other
forms.
When you conncct the
pedal to the bicycle wheel,
which has inertia, at least"
some of the energy is converted into kinetic energy of
the rotating wheel.
In t.he
higher gears-or when you increase the inertia of the
wheel hy adding weights to
it-most of t.he initial potential energy goes into kinetic energy of the wh~el.
Do
your experiments bear this
out?

Numerical

EX3m~

A bicyclist rides a bicycle, from a standing start,
so that the average impelling
force is SO N. In 10 5 he
trave-ls 50 m. What was the
power-the rate at which he
did work '?

=

F.
.,....1

F·

-1

80 N

X D

= (80 N) X (50
=

4000 J

p

= ~/!

= .:l000 J/IO

m)

s

= 400 W
You probably noticed
that, even in gears where most
of the energy goes into the
rear wheel, the rate at which
this happens i~ Jiftcrent in
the different ~ears.
In a
lower gear, the pedal falls
more rapidly than it does in
a higher gear.
In each case
the maximum speed 0 f the \vhce 1
is the same, but In one case
it gets to that speed sooner.
The rate
at wh ieh \·;ork -is done
is called power.
That is,

power

i~ \VoiKP(~r uni;: time:

(One joule per second
\Va

t

is a

t--W. )

Incidentally, this power output is within the capability
of most adult bicyclists.
One
110 r 5 ep 0\\

Cr

is

ab out

75a

,\' a t t s ,

and even that is_possible for
some adults for short periods
of time.

Since the work put into
the bike is:

and since the power
then:

is

WI.!.,

= Fi X QI.!.

p

But D/t is just the average
velocity and
p

=

!:.i~ave

Note that this does not depend
whether the bike is llccelerating or moving at constant
speed.
fa the case where the
impelling force is constant
and the speed is constant, one
may write simply:
:m

above iO rpm, one should
choose a rate which is comfor tab 1e.

=

• .8'
.sec.
w••.••••
Discussion of EXDeriment B-2

_~~...

I.

.
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The measurements you made
in this experi~ent are difficult to analyze.
First, when
the free wheel slowed from
S0me initial speed to a stop,
we assumed that the slowing
was caused solely by bearing
friction.
However, when a
wheel turns, it drags along
the nearby air, as indicated
in Figure 26.

P = F.v

-1-

Since the impelling force
depends on th~ force applied
to the pedals and since the
maximum pedal speed depends
on the speed of the rear

wheel, the power produced depends on both the force applied to the pedals and the
speed with which the pedals
turn.
For a given rats of
doing Hark on the hike, the
bicyclist may cJloose to do it
with a 'greater force and the
pedals. turning less rapidlya high gear ratio-or with a
lesser force and the pedals
turning more rapidly-a low
gear ratio.
Experiments indicate that bicyclists are most
efficient in the use of bodily energy for extended periods
when the rate of pedalling is
about 50 revolutions per minute. Thus, for the speed at
which you wish to trJvel, you
should choose a gear ratio
which will accomplish this.
Actually, since the difference
in bodily efficiency is small
until one gets below 30 or

Figure

near it

26.

hl,en a wheel

turns,

air

is ~ragged along.

In fact, the drag force at the
air may be as great or greater
than the bearing friction
force, especially at higher
speeds.
HOh'cver, the t'",o
effects are difficult to separate, so we shall continue to
work with "bearing friction."
A second difficulty is
that rubf1E'r is not an "cnoineering material."
That is,
there

are

SCl

many variables

in the design and manufacture
of tires that it is not possible to devise accurate theoretical formulas for their
behavior.
In fact, as you
saw, even a small chang;e in
tire pressure produces a large
difference in the slowing
forces.

From the first part of
Experiment B-2, you can calculate the combined effect
of bearing friction and air
drag on the wheel by knowing
the equivalent distance the
bike would have rolled with
the wheels turning the same
number of revolutions.
That
is, if the distance is Ql, the
work done by the bearings in
s lowing the whee lis .~.BQl
,.
where FB is the average force
which ~ould slow the bike if
.the bearing friction and air
drag were the only forces in
Valved, and Ql is the distance
the wheel would have rolled
for the same number of turns
as in your experiment.
However, the work done in slowing
the wheel from some initial
speed to a stop must be equal
to the initial kinetic energy.
Thus:

A similar calculation can
done for the other wheel,
the sum of the two forces
the net "bearing drag'l on
bike,

be
and
is
the

When discussing tire
friction, nice neat theoretical formulas are not available, but it is possible to
get some insight into why
there is tire friction and
where the lost energy goes.
To begin, it is important to reali:e that both the
tire and the road surface determiIie the so-called "rolling
resistance
Firs t, consider
what might be the easiest
rolling of all wheels-a per-fectly hard wheel rolling on
a perfectly hard surface.
Tr~ins approximate this with •
steel wheels rolling on a
steel track.
Some of the
early bicycles-the ones with
hu?e front wheels-had iron
tires.
Considering the condition of the roads in those
days, it is no wonder that
they Ivere called Ilbones h ~lk c r s . tt
To get an idea of where
the energy goes when a rubber
tire rolls, look first at the
simplified situation depicted
by Figure 27. Here, a perfectly rigid wheel is in a
rigid hole.
As the tire
starts to climb out of the
hole, the edge of the hole exerts the force shown.
This
force has a backwards component, or a "dragll which must
be overcome in order for the
wheel to move forward.
If a rigid tire rolls on
soft ground (Figure 28) there
is still a drag, but now the
lost energy goes into squashing the ground down into a
rut.
Consider again a rigid
road and a rigid tire, but one
with a flat place on the bot,II

.6.h

.----- ... 1_
T

Figure 29. A tire with a flat place
the bo·ttom a:Lso causes "drag. ,t

0tl

Figure

27.

Work must be done on the

wheel to cause
the hole.

it to climb out of

• Motion ••••

Figurc-jO.
A "wheel"
regular polygon.

Figure

28.

Energy

is required

to

make a rut in soft ground.

tom, as in Figure

29A.

This

ure

29B.

Jus t faY

fun,

th ink

of riding on wheels like the
one shown in Fi~~ure .30.
TLe
ride Hould be pretty bumpy.
Every time the center of tile

is a

wheel was raised, as a vertex
of the poly::.;on
came to the
bOI~tom,

is somewhat more like a real
tire. Once again, if the tire
turns without sJipping, i.ll'ag
is involveu and encl:gy is u5CJ
to raise the senter of the
wheel to the 1l0Slti,::;H of l;i<.;··

which

-:11e bike

would

lose

energy.
Theoretically,
that
lost energy would be regained
each time tile center of the
whc01 came down to its lowest
po~~ition,
bllt in the real.
NJrld
thi,s WGuld nOL happen.

As th~ flat part of the wheel
smacked the pavement each
.
time, 8nergy would be converted to heat and sound.
Also, this bike would rattle
your teeth, so polygonal
wheels are not recommended.

Although making the polygon
with a greater number of sides
would improve the smoothness
of the ride and decrease the
energy loss, there would
always be some energy loss,
and thus drag, until the wheel
is made perfectly round and
perfectly hard.
However, .reed whee] sand
road surfaces, even the st~el
ones used by trains, are always deformed to some degree
by the 'weight on them.
The
amount of deformation,
and
thus the amount of energy
loss, depends on the circumstances.
A pneumatic (a1rfilled) tire looks something
like Figure 31 as it rolls
aIon g . Ih ere i s a f 1a t pi ace
on the bottom and a bulge at
the front and rear of the flat
place, with the front one
being more pronounced.
Tlie
tire keeps the same shape as
it rolls, but the bulge at the
front gets pushed around the
circumference.
To push it requires a force and, since it
moves through a distance as a
result, work is required.
The
rear bulge actually puts work
into the tire as the part of
"'f'l1e""tire
just behind it con-

tinually regains its circular
shape~
However, as is evident
from experiment, more work
goes into the tire than is retrieved.
One says that the
tire is not "perfectly elastic."
Where tioes the lost
energy go? The answer, once
again, is that it goes mostly
into heat.
You can easily
test this by touching an automobile tire after it has been
Tlmning at high speed for a
while-it is obviously warmer
than the surrounding air.

Finding

the Rolling

Resistance

.

Using the tiata for Experiment B-2, you can get a good
approximation
to the drag produced by the tires-the rolling resistance.
If, for a
given trial, the bike plus
rider rolls 8 distance D) before stopping, the work-aone
against all the frictional
forces is FTDZ, where PI is
the, total force holding the
bike back.
This must (3pproximatcly) be equal to the work
tiane on the bike when you
stand on a pedal.
That is:

~ = £TD2
Then, since you know the retarding force of the bearings
on ~he wheels, T::J.~' ~he rolling
reSIstance must be:~

*1'his assumes that the air resistance is negligible at
thes0 speeds.
[n Section C,
you will find out if this 15
a reasonable assumption.

Calculating

Rolling

Resistance

Although theoretical
formulas cannot reasonably be
derived for tire rolling resistance, h~pirical formulasformulas w lch are just
"cooked up" to fit the experiments-have been devised.
Empirical formulas find frequent use in science and engineering, for they often cin
fill a large gap between an
inadequate theory and the realities of experiment.
One
such formula, for 27-inch
bicycle wheels, is the following:**

it is safe to ignore it for
your experiment, since the
speeds were low.
When we neglect the term
including velocity, the formula simplifies to:

.8. =

(A + B/,e)Wt

where A = 5 X 10-3 and B =
O.15'z-(Actually,
B = O~lS
Ib/in , and thes~ units will
cancel the Ib/inL in which £
is

expressed.)

A.graph of ~ versus £
will lock like Figure 32. Did
your graph resemble this?

Wt
+

(0.15 + 3.5 X 10-5v2)~ __

2.
where Wt is the weight of the
bike plus rider, 12. is the tire
p~essure in pounds per square
inch and v is the speed in
miles per-hour.
If Wt is measured in newtons, R wlll also
be in ne~tons (or Soth may be
expressed in pounds).
Notice that, in the parentheses, there is a term
which depends on the square of
the velocity.
This says that
the faster the bike travels
the greater the rolljng rcsi~tance, and it is a ccnsiderable complication.
However,
if one compares the two terms
in the parentheses, at 5 mpt.
the velocitj-depcEdcnt
term
is only about half of one percent of the other term a:lu,
even at 20 moh, it is less
than

10 percent.

Therefore,

~I

~I
(1)

a:

en

c

o·

0:1

I
!

Pressure
Figure 32. A graph of rolling
sistance versus tire pressure.

re-

Figura 33 shows an accurat~ graph, derived from the
formu.La, of the rolling resistance versus the inverse of
pressure.
Here the vertical.
:L'(J.S
is R/l\'t,
the force per
~mit
hjke

\\·cl~nt.--:Thus,
if the
lilus
lider
\'1ere 800 N,

~he scole would have to be
raultipLied

**Bicycling Science. F. W.
\wi t t an J 11. -~
i1 s art, \1 [ T
Pre s s

(19"7 l) .

b;" 300

to

get

the

Tolling resistance in newtons.
Note that it makes no differeECC ho,\' the height
is Jistl'ibutE.don
the front
and real'

in which energy is used to
keep the bike moving.

/

/

Goal 1. To be able to find
the kinetic energy of mass
undergoing circular motion.

Figure 33. Rolling resistance
sus the inverse of pressure.

ver-

tires; mUltiplying by 800 h~s
the same effect as doing each
tire separately ar:.dadding the
two forces.
If you will now graph
your data on the same scale
as

Figure

33,

)','U

("1'1

c<"1T'inre

the two directly by laying
your graph on the figure.
They will be in agree~ent if
they have the same .:?).ope. If
it should happen th~t your
da ta do not ma tcll the fo rmuL~
ve~y well, don't be distressed.
Afte1' all, the fOi'jnula was just cooked up to fit
the data for tires that may
have been quite dif~crant from
yours.
In fact, other eIllplTical formulas exist which differ quite a bit from the one
given.
However, all of the formulas agree that tne rolling
resistance varies as the inverse of the pressure, so your
graph should app1'0xi mate :1
straight line.
If it doesn't,
you might look for possihle
errors .
.Wc will now leJve the
topic of. frie:i'lJwl l.lHses and
examine some (.f the ot!le'J"
IvUYS

Question.
A 2 kg mass is
attached to a bicycle wheel
at a ·distance of 15 em from
the axle; and the wheel is
turned at the rate of 15 revolutions per second.
What is
the kinctic energy of the
mass?

Goal 2. To be able to find
-thes:")eed imparted to an ob'ject by doing work on it.
Question:
With a bicycle on
a stand so that the rear wheel
is free to turn, you stand on
a pedal suddenly.
TIle pedal
goes from a height of 35 em
ahove the floor to a height of
IS em above the floor in the
pro~ess.
I f your mass is 6S
.kg and the mass of the bicycle
wheel is 1.5 kg, concentrated
mainly at the rim, what is the
final speed of the rim?
Assume no loss of energy.
(Notc chat it is not necessary
to specify the diameter of the
\',ihecl!)

Goal 3.
l:-ltefhe

To be able to calcupO\l/ergenerated by a

4._
orce.

Question:
In order to kc~p a
car moving at 25 mis, an impelling force of 1,000 S is
required.
What is the power
requ i remen t ':'
Goal 4. To be able to compute
rl~-.i-ciTonaJ forces
from work
input and distance traveled.

Question:
Some students got
the following data for Experiment B-2:
Work Input = 100 J (each
trial)
"Distance"
free wheel

traveled
= 256 m

by

Distance rolled with tires
at 70 psi = 40 m

approximately what was the
frictional force of the tires?
Goal S. To be able to compare
the measured force of rolling
resistance to the prediction
of the empirical formula.
Question:
For the trial of
the pre'vious question, the
mass of the bike and rider
\Vas

Assuming that this was Jone at
such low speeds that the wind
resistance was negligible,

ly

ab 9U t 80 kg.
what fOi'ce of

sistance
dict?

Approxi
rolling

does the formula

ma te-

re-

pre-

In this part of the module, we shall look at the work
done against some of the
forces other than rolling
friction which are present
when riding a bicycle.
One of
these, the force of air resistance, we cannot eliminate; it

is always the re, to be can·,
tended with by the rider.
The
other force is the one used to
drive the generator to make
the lights work.
Perhaps you
will discover whether a generator-operated
light is worth
the extra effort.

In this experiment you
,will find the force exerted on
you and the bike by using a
device which me::lsures the
force on a piece of plastic.
You will need the "wind-force
measurer,ll a Polaroid c:omera,
a bike with a well-calibrated
speedometer,
and a fC2rlcss
rider.
It is best to do the
experiment indoors, but it can
be done outside on a still
day.
A.

Procedure:

.wind:rorc:c-lucas

Adjust
urer

the

on the

front of the bike so that,
when the bike is upright and
stationary,
the pointer is all
zero.
(See Figlile :;4.)
Riele
the bike at various speeds,
simultaneously
noting buth
speed and the location of the
pointer on the \Vind-force
measurer.
The sc"le on the device is calibrated in de0ree~,
and the pointer reading ~iVC5
directly the angle v;tli''''::l t!l"~
plas tic sheet ffiJ.ke
s ,,.i th the
vertical.
You should 1),:; able
to estimate the ang~e tJ the
nearest degree.
i'ihcll YvclllaJ,;e
measurements,
try to riel..::
in J.
straight line and at a constant speed long enough '50
that any jittering of the
pointer set tIcs ,10I':ll and tLe
reading is at a steady valu~.
This

,'!ill

take

SC'fnc

pr:lcticC'.

.Vigure 3~. The wind-force
on the bike.

measurer

Now calibrate the windforce measurer in the manner
;;hmm

in

Figure

35:

At tae', a, string to the
hoLc in the center of the
pLJstic
wf:ight

sheet.
from the

Jhng

a

string,

after passing it over a
pulley, and measure the
force emg) reqllired for
e:ll.:h-~ieflcction
pointer.

of t.he

With the bike OIl its
stand, take a front-view Polaroid picture of the rider on
the

l)ik\~ ;lnJ t.he wind-force
mC<lSUrf::1'.
be sur·:; tile pictUL;

2.

What happens to the "effective area" of the
plastic sheet of the windforce measurer when it is
de'flected? (The" effective area" is the area you
would get in a picture
taken from the front when
the plastic is deflected.)
How can you account for
this in comparing the area
of the plastic sheet to
the·area of the bike and
ri,der?
/

\

1

I

\

J

./
/

W

"'

\

Plastic

Sheet
'\
\

Figure 35. Calibrating the windforce measurer.

.."
is directly head on and that
the rider is in the usual
riding position.

)

Questions:
1.

How does the front-view
area of the bike and the
rider compare to the area
of the plastic sheet of
the measurer?
One easy
way to get the ratio of
the two areas is to trace
them, using carbon paper,
onto graph paper as in
Figure 36. Then just
count the squares on the
graph paper.

Figure 36. Com~aring the frontal
area of the bi~ and rider to that
of th8 plastic
.eet of the windforce measurer.

3.

For each speed at which
you made a measurement,
what was the total force
of air resistance on the
bike and rider?

B. Procedure: When you have
the answer to the previous
question, try making a graph
of air resistance (force) versus speed. If you have trouble doing this, you can get
some help from the discussion
of this experiment.

sistance versus speed
linear?
2.

If the answer to the previous question is no, can
you find a relationship
which is linear? (Hint:
try graphing air resistance versus speed
.squared.) What do you
conclude?

For this experiment you
will need a generator and
lights attached to the bicycle
and a switch that will disconnect the lights from the generator.
A. Procedure:
First, as a
"bench mark," you should repeat one trial of Experiment
B-2, Part D, standing on a
pedal suddenly and letting the
bike coast until it comes to a
stop. Then, by knowing the
work input and the distance
traveled, you can compute the
average retarding force.
Now adjust the generator
so that the wheel turns it,
but with the lights disconnected, and do another run
or two. This will tell you
how much of the work goes into
the frictional forces associated with turning the generator.

1.

How far does the bike go
with the generator
turning?
Thus, what is
the total force slowing
the bike?

2.

What force is required
turn the generator?

to

B. Procedure:
Now connect
the lights to the generator
and do about two more trials.

1.

What force is now needed
to turn the generator?

2.

How does this force compare with the force required to turn the generator with the lights disconnected?

3.

If all the work done in
producing electrical power
is considered to be "useful," what is the efficiency of the generator?
(Efficiency is useful output energy, divided by
wOrk input, times 100%.)

Discussi0n

of Experiment

C-l.

If you did your measurements carefully, you probably
found· that there is a linear
relationship between the air
resistance and the square of
the speed.
Actually, theory
and careful measurements show
that the force of air resistance, to a good approximation, oheys an equation like
the following:

F = Av

+

Bv2

where A and B are constants.
Tne first term of this
expression gives the effect
of viscosity for smooth (laminar) flow of the air, and-rhe
second term results from the
irregular (turbulent) flow
which occurs when {l1e air flow
breaks up -into eddies and
whirls.
The two kinds of flow
are indicated in Figures 37
and 38.
Viscosity is a measure of
the "thickness~' or resistance
to flow of a fluid.
For example, maple syrup is more
viscous than water, which is
more viscous than air. Viscosity not only impedes the
flow of a fluid, it also impedes the movement of another
body through the fluid.
Airplane wings and
bodies, automobiles, and
trains are "streamlined" to
reduce the air resistance.
However, if examined closely,

~e is the effective area presented to the air, p (Greek
letter rho) is the density of
the air, and v, of course, is
the speed.
The Wind Measurer
Before proceeding further,
we need to know how to find
the ~ffectivearea
of the
wind-~easuring
device for any
given angle at which it may
hang.. Figure 39 shows tha t
the actual area presented to
the wind is reduced as the
wind holds the plastic sheet
at some angle e to the vertialmost all flow of air is turbulent.
Laminar flow, as indicated in Figure 37, occurs
only for tiny particles moving
at very low speeds.
One can
see this by looking at the
smoke rising from a stationary
cigarette.
At first the flow
is laminar and the smoke rises
in a smooth stream.
Higher
up, however, it breaks up into
_turbulence.
For a bicycle rider turbulent flow is the much
greater effect, and the force
is proportional-to
the square
of the speed.
You see this
effect, for example, when a
car passes and litter is
lifted off the street and
whirled around behind the vehicle.
Considering the first
term to be negligible at the
speeds involved, and referring
to the theory for more detail,
the force can be written as:
F ~ KAeP~-

7

Here, K is a constant, which
the handbooks give as about
0.7 for a disc moving in air,
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Figure 39. The effective area of
the plastic sheet.

cal. That is, the area the
wind "sees" is the area that
would be measured on a photograph taken from directly in
front of the device with the
plastic sheet at the same
angle to the vertical.
In
Figure 40, the sa~e thing is
shown in cross-section.
Since the width of the
effective area is the same as
the width of the actual area,
the ratio of the two is just
the same as the ratio of the
lengths shown in Figure, 40.
That is:

where Ais
the actual area and
Ae is the effective area of
the sheet.

Numerical
1.

In doing a measurement of
wind force, a couple of my
students found that, at a
speed of 10 mph (4.5 m/s),
the plastic sheet was deflected to an angle of
about 20°. This corresponded to a deflecting
force of about 0.24 N, as
measured by hanging a
weight over the pulley.
The dimensions of the
plastic sheet were 10 cm
by 20 cm. What was the
effective area, and roughly what force would the
theory predict?
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Figure 40. A cross-sectional view
of the plastic sheet of the wind
measurer.

Examples

Known quantities:
A

=

e =

10 em X 20 cm

=

0.02 m2

20°

F = 0.24 N
p

=

1.1 kg/m3(From

a handbook)

Then, the effective
is:
~

area

=

A cose

=

(0.02 m2)cos200

=

O.02X

=

0.019 m2

0.94 m2

Using the rough approximation that K = 0.7, as it

is for a disc, the calculated value of force on an
area A
is:
-e

F

=

KAeP~2

=

0.7 X 0.019 m2 X

Thus, the total force on
the person and bike will
be:

1.1 kg/m3 X (4.5 m/s)2
FT =

:::0.30 N

~

which corresponds fairly
well to the measured value'
of 0'.24 N.
(This is known
as a "ballpark" calculation. )

2.

=

Using the measured value
for force given above at
10 mph, what would be the.
net force on the bike and
rider?

F

=

0.24 N

A

=

0.020 m2

e =

20°

Speed
(mph)

Speed

(m/s)

5

2.2

6

2.7

7

3.1
3.6

9

10
11. 5

4.0
4. 5
5.1

¥

2

,..,

1.

13.0
16.0
20.3

26.0

A cose

=

(AT/A)

=

16 X 0.24 N/O.94

(F/cose)

From your experiments, how
does the force of wind resistance at riding speeds

Ar..gle

Force on
Total Force
Plastic eN)
eN)

(m'"'Js'-) (Degrees)
4•8
7.3
9.6

ATF

Table I shows the results of
some student data, and Figure
41 is a graph of those results.
As you can see, those
students got a pretty good
str2ight-line Ielationship between FT and ~ .

From Figure 36, the ratio
of the total area of the
person and bike (~T) to
the area of the plastic
sheet of the wind measurer
is:

8

AT
--F

5
7.5
11

13.5
17
20
""7I

I..

I

0.05

0.8

0.08
0.12
0.15
0.20
0.24
0.30

1.3
2.0
2.5
3.3

4.1
5.4

compare with the frictional forces of bearings and
tires?

'where £in is the energy input
and £out is the useful work
or energy output.
For example, Eout would be the usable
heat produced by a furnace or
the work done by a crane in
lifting a large weight.
In this experiment, the
"efficiency" you measured was
surprisingly high, probably
about 80%, but this is a bit
misleaJing.
The useful output
is in the form of light and,
in an incandescent lamp, most
of the input energy goes into
heat. 'Thus, although about
80% of the work you do on the
generator goes into electrical
energy, most of that is wasted
in tIle form of lost heat.
Measurements which separate
the light en'rgy from the heat
energy are possible, but they
are difficult to do.

At roughly what speed are
the two kinds of forces
the same?

.1.

5
10 15 20 25
S~i:ld Squared (m~/s')
Figure 41. Force on the bike and
rider versus speed squared from the
data of Table I.

2.

3.

What force would an unpaced racing bicyclist
face if he were able to
go atl00

___ $MM-

"'~.Si1

"
D"lSCUSSlon

mph'?
•. ~"

0-fE'

How does the work needed
to run the generator compare with· the work which
gOC$ into frictional and
wind resistance forces?

II!JiIMF'f

'-.-

2.

)
"xperu:1ent C -,;,..

This experiment is quite
straightforward
and needs
little discussion.
The cal""
culations of forces are done
exactly as in earlier experiments.
It might ~e appropriate,
however, to say a bit about
the "efficiency" you calcul3.te
in the experiment.
In general, the efficiency of a device is:

Is a gcnerator-operated
light ~orth the cxtra
effort for the occasional bike rider?
For the
racer'?

In ~his module you have
llearned that the work one puts
into a bicycle is converted
into kinetic energy, potential energ)", heilt, sound, and
sometimes electrical energy.
The principles you have
learned he~e have far wider
applicability
than just to the
bicycle.
In gene Tal, one may
do work on an object or set of
objects Jnd change its energy
in some way.
Conversely, an

I'

object with kinetic or potential energy may be made to do
work on other objects, changing their energy states.
In
such processes energy is
changed (transformed) from
one form to others, but the
total energy remains the
same.
'
A good example of energy
transformation
is the sequence
of changes that OCC'lT l",hen
electricity is produced in a
coal-fired power plant and
eventually used in your home.
Chemical energy stored in the
coal is changed into heat
which produces higtl pressure
steam.
The steam does work
on turbines which drive generators to produce electric
power.
Work is done on electrons, through transmission
wires and transformers, and
finally electric power is
available in your horne. There
it is transformed into light,
heat, kinetic energy, sound,
etc.
As you noted with the
bicycle, when work and energy
are converted from one form to
another, some of it is always
"lost.1I When you pedal a
bike, some of the work goes
into u~eful kinetic energy and
potential energy, but much of
it is lost in overcoming tire
rolling resistance and air res is tance.
In fact; when
riding on a level road at a
steady speed, all of ~he work
input is IIl0st" i-n this sense.
It isn't destroy~d, but it
doesn't contribute toward increasing the speed or raising
the bike up a hill.
Likcwi3e
with the generation and use
of electric power:
at every
stage of conversion some of
the energy is lost.
These
losses are quite substantial.
For example, if Yl\Ur home is
heated electrically,
you get
only about 30~ of the heat

that you would get if you
burned the coal the power
plant had to burn for that
purpose.
The rest is wasted,
mostly in the form of heat
escaping to the atmosphere,
in the power. plant, in the
transmission lines, in the
transformers, and so on. But,
once the electrically produced
heat is delivered to the
house, almost all of it goes
into useful heating, whereas
half of the coal-produced heat
escapes without heating the
house.
Thus people who can
afford it may well choose the
convenience of electric heat
over the economy of coal heat.
(Besides, only power plants
can buy coal these days.)
As a student I know is
fond of saying, "such is life.
rhere is no device which is
100% effiCIent in converting
work or energy into another"
usable form of energy; there
are always los5e~.
In a
technilogical socic~y, engineers-and society itselfmust often make judgements
3hout how much loss is tolerahle ~s the price for a
certain conven ience.
If the
l05~ heccmes intolerahle,
t~en more efficient devices
must he designed or the convenience abandoned.

At this point you should
have- a gOOd undo rs tanding 0 f
wily one must continuously
put
work i~to a bike just to keep
it going at constant speed ane
wheTe that work goes.
Even if
you don't ever get into the
business of designing more
efficient bicycles, perhaps
this knowledge will help you
as a bicyclist.
I hope that
a~quiring it has been fun.
Good Tiding.

is the wind resistance force
much the greater of the two?
Goal 1. To be able to compare
the forces of wind-resistance
with the frictional forces on
a bicycle.

Goal 2. To be able to compute
the efficiency of a machine.

Question.
From your graph of
wind resistance versus speed
squared, at about what range
of speeds is the wind resistance small compared to the
frictional resistance for
fully inflated tires? At
about what speed are they the
same? At what range of speeds

Question.
A crane at a junk
yard raises a IOOo-kg car a
distance of 10 m.
Careful
measurements show that, in
the process, the engine does
5 X 105 J of work on the
crane. .Approxima te ly what is
the efficiency of the crane
under these conditions?

In dealing with vector
quantities, such as a force,
it is often useful to examine
the effect of the vector in
some direction other than the
one in which it acts.
The
problem in the module of a
force acting on a hockey puck
is a good example.
Look at a
force like that in the drawing
below. .

In this case, we wish to examine the components of the
force which are parallel and
perpendicular
to the direction
in which the puck slides.
I
chose the size and direction
of the force in the figure
above so that it is exactly
equivalent to the net result
of the two forces shown belo\'1:

In other words, the motion of
the puck due to the 10 N force
will be precisely the same as
the motion produced by the
combination of the 8 Nand
6 N
forces.
Thus we know, for example, that if the puck is
pushed 10 m along the ice by
the 10 N force, 60 J (6 N X
10 m)of work is done on it.
Looking at the c'omponent
forces..,.
the 8 N force does no
work because the puck does not
move vertically, and all of
the work is done by the 6 N
component.
Since it is customary to
dra\'lvectors with lengths
which are proportional to
their sizes, we can form a
triangle with the original
vector and its two components:

We say that we have added the
3 Nand
6 N forces-vectorially-to uroduce the 10 N

force.

.

Let me point out that
there is nothing magical about
the diYE:ctions I chose.
Any
two directions would work
(three directions for threedirr.ensional problems).
However, tc simplify matters, one
usually chooses directions
which are perpendicular
to one
another and which have some
simple relation to the problem
being studied.

Generally, the term g~ar
ratio refers to the number of
teeth on the drivinB gear divided by the number on the
driven gear.
For example, if
the driving gear has 52 teeth
and the driven one 26, the
gear ratio 1.5 2. In this
case, each revolution of the
driving gear will cause the
driven gear to make two revolutions.
In the case of bicycles,
there is a special definition
of "gear ratio" that is related to how far the bike will
travel for one revolution of
the pedal.
Since this tlepend·s
on the whoel size, the definition of gear ratio (G.R.)
includes it:
- -

N1

However, this is in units of.
inches per minute, not the
most convenient in the world.
To convert to miles per hour,
multiply by the factor 9.5 X
10-4. Then, the speed is:

X d

~ere, ~l is the nunilierof
teeth on the front sprocket,
N? the number on the rear

sprocket,

efficient for sustained effort
when. petialling at a rate of
about 50 revolutions per minute.
If you wish, you can calculate your speed on a bike by
Knowing the gear ratio and the
frequency with which the pedals turn.
The distance a
bike tTavels in one turn of
the pedals is TI times the gear
ratio.
If the frequency of
pedal revolution is f turns
per minute,the
speea is just:

and d i~ the di-

ameter of the wh~el in inches.
Thus, for a 27" bike with. a
52-tooth front sprocket and a
26-tooth rear sprocket, the
gear ratio is 54.
For bicycle riding, a
gear ratio of 100 is about
tops and is hard to push.
Racing bicyclists will often
use a gear ratio of aboll~.80
or 90, \·:hilo"touris~s" will
usually be sa:isfied with 60
or 70. A ratio of about 40
is needed for steep terrain
and heavy loads.
Apparently,
most casual bicyclists tend
to ge.ar too hig;, ar.d thus pedal too slowly for top efficiency. Research iridicates
that the bicyclist is most

y = 9.5 X lO-4nf(G.R.)
For example. as I rode my 10speed to work this morning, I
was in a gear with 52 teeth
on the front sprocket and 16
on the rear, giving a G.IL
= 88. r·found 70 revolutions
per minute to be a comfortable
pedalling rate, so my speed
was:

= 13 mph
One of the studGnts who helped
on this module isa racing bicyclist.
o~ the level, he is
able to sustain a pedalling
rate of 90 ~evolutions per
minute with a gear ratio of
90 for long periods of time.
This gives him a speed of
about 23 r.:ph.

Answers

to Questions

Section A.
l.

Section

Parallel

=

F

2•

=

l.

200 J.

43.3 N.

2.

13 mise

3.

2.5 X 104W.
horsepower.)

4.

2.1 N.

5.

(Not in very good
5.6 N.
agreement with your meais it?)
surementst

to ice:

Point B.

b.

Point D.

c.

Section

From the data of Table I ,
the wind resistance is
about half the frictional
force at 5 mph. They are
about equal (2.5 N) at a
speed between 6 mph and
7 mph. And wind resistance is much greater
Of
above about 10 mph.
course, using your data
you may get a somewhat
different answer.

2•

About

E

"-

\

Q)

Q.
.JIG

"-

~

3~

480 fpm.

C

0

c.

l.

u

B

(About 33

25 N.

a.

A

B.

to ice:

Perpendicular
F

Goals

Accompanying

20%.

Here are a couple of
drawings of the device, as I
built it. You will probably
think of improvements, and I
would be grateful to know
about them.
The gadget is made of
plastic, and the working part
is a sheet of thin (about
3/32") plastic which hangs
from a pivot.
The top of the
sheet is attached to a plastic
b a 1', a b 0 u t 3/8" X 1/2" X 10 em,
and holes in the ends of the
b~r rest on two screws coming
in from the sides.
This forms
the pivot.
None of the dimensions
are critical!

The device is attached to
the bike by means of a standard laboratory clamp which
fits the hole in the support
piece.
Keep the clamp as
short as possible to avoid a
long lever arm which shakes
the device excessively when
the handle bars jitter a bit.
Another .helpful hint is to lay
out the ~cale on a piece of
paper by using re, where l' is
the radius of the scale and e
is in radians.
For a scale
radius of 8 em, it comes out
to about 0.7 em for So. To
minimize parallax--the
rider
sees the scale from above-the zero shoull! be about where
the pointer is shown in the
drawings.
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